The Small World Problem • In the 1950's, Pool and Kochen asked "what is the probability that two strangers will have a mutual friend?" -i.e. the "small world" of cocktail parties
• Then asked a harder question: "What about when there is no mutual friend--how long would the chain of intermediaries be?" • How can one account for "clustering" bias of social networks -Homophily (Lazarsfeld and Merton) -Triadic Closure (Rapoport)
• Too hard…
The Small World Experiment
• Stanley Milgram (and student Jeffrey Travers) designed an experiment based on Pool and Kochen's work -A single "target" in Boston -300 initial "senders" in Boston and Omaha -Each sender asked to forward a packet to a friend who was "closer" to the target -The friends got the same instructions "Six Degrees of Separation"
• Travers and Milgram's protocol generated 300 "letter chains" of which 64 reached the target.
• Found that typical chain length was 6 • Led to the famous phrase (Guare)
• Then not much happened for another 30 years.
-Theory was too hard to do with pencil and paper -Data was too hard to collect manually A New Approach
• Mid 90's, Steve Strogatz and I working on another problem altogether • Decided to think about this urban myth • We had three advantages -We didn't know about previous work -We had MUCH faster computers -Our background was in physics and mathematics
• Result was that we approached the problem quite differently
Small World Networks
• Instead of asking "How small is the actual world?", we asked "What would it take for any world at all to be small? • Question has three kinds of answers:
-"small-world" networks are impossible 
